Basketball and hotels

Coffee shop, ACC Tourney action in the news today

Chamber reveals strategic plan

Experts speak up on ‘charging’

Veteran event returns

Haircuts, supplies available April 9
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Right at home

After playing at multiple schools, Jackson found haven with Bulldogs. Sports, E1

Concerts for 2022

22 highly anticipated musical acts going on tour. Lifestyle, B6
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Greetings from Prison, Texas. How do they have fun here with the Chicago 49ers women’s basketball team for the Conference USA Tournament? I love basketball, and calling the radio is even better.

“Tastebuds PopcornConcord received the New Business of the Year award.”

“The 49ers are preparing for a sentimental match with North Texas on Friday at 5:30 p.m. Eastern. They beat Rice 76-73 in a nail-biter Thursday to advance. Unfortunately, the men’s team lost its first round game Wednesday and are back at home. Charlotte (also the University of North Carolina of Charlotte) has always been closely tied to Cabarrus County. Many of the faculty and staff members live in our county. The basketball stadium is named for Robert and Mariam Hayes. Of course, Mariam Can- non Vest is part of the Cannon family.”

“it, and none of the owners had planned on actually going to the winery. RayLen Vineyard has installed an electric vehicle (EV) charging station in its parking lot. In the three weeks after its installation, seven vehicles have used the powerful EV chargers typically used to charge gasoline-powered vehicles in the U.S. experts say.”

”Adult drinks and as much fun as you can find.”

“Congrats on the 30,000th customer. I love going to the winery.”